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AVERAGE TIME CHALLENGE LEVEL
2

HOURS

Simple Techniques - Stunning Effects

FLORAL FIESTA DISHWARE 
RAMEKIN SET 

 

CMM 90 - Red Hot Boat
CMM 18 - Pumpkin Pie

CMM 46 - Sunny Side Up  
CMM 48 - Guacamole 
CMM 59 - Turquoise

 CMM 11 - Blue Lagoon 

TC5506 Sauce/Condiment Dish

Liner Brush
Small Brush
Detail Brush

Pencil or Water-Based Marker
NCR Flower Pattern

Red Pen 

COLORS



 Use a pencil or water-based marker to sketch on the flowers. These are supposed to be imperfect
and all slightly different. If you prefer, there is a pattern below. Use NCR paper to trace the flowers
by pressing firmly with a pen as you trace over the design. 

1.

 To begin, trace one flower on the inside center of each dish. 2.
 Sketch a line about 3/8" underneath the top rim of the dish. 3.
 Paint the flowers with 2 coats of the following colors:4.

Red dish - Sunny Side Up and Pumpkin Pie for the flower, and Guacamole for the
leaves. 

a.

Blue dish - Red Hot b.
Yellow dish - Turquoise c.
Green dish - Sunny Side Up d.

 Dip the tip of a detail brush into paint and tap a row of dots above the pencil line going
around the dish using the following colors:

5.

Red dish - Turquoisea.
Blue dish - Guacamole b.
Yellow dish - Red Hot c.
Green dish - Blue Lagoon d.

Paint the space around the flowers going up to the dots with the following colors:6.
Red dish - Red Hota.
Blue dish - Turquoiseb.
Yellow dish - Sunny Side Upc.
 Green dish - Guacamole d.

 Dip the handle end of a detail brush into Blue Lagoon. Tap a cluster of dots to the center
of the flower in the blue dish.   

7.

 Load up a small brush with Blue Lagoon paint and press it on the center of the flower in
the yellow dish. 

8.

 Then dip the handle of the detail brush into Pumpkin Pie paint. Apply a ring of small dots
around the blue center of the flower on the yellow dish. 

9.

 Dip the end of a detail brush into Pumpkin Pie paint. Tap three funky dots in the center of
the flower in the green dish. 

10.

 Finally, use a medium brush to paint the outside of each dish, leaving the beaded rim
unpainted:

11.

Red dish - Blue Lagoona.
Blue dish - Pumpkin Pieb.
Yellow dish - Guacamolec.
Green dish - Red Hot d.
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INSTRUCTIONS
The Floral Fiesta Set is meant to be imperfect. From the flowers and dots, to the imperfect color, this is meant
to look whimsical and handmade. Make this set your own; sketch on the flowers free hand, change up the
colors. If you feel better with a pattern, there is one attached. 
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